The concept of functionality oriented programming is proposed, and some of its aspects are discussed, such as: (1) implementation independent basic types and generic collection types; (2) syntax requirements and recommendations for implementation independence; (3) unified documentation and code; (4) cross-module interface; and (5) cross-language program making scheme. A prototype example is given to demonstrate functionality oriented programming.
Introduction
The developments of cluster [1] and parallel [2] processing systems put new requirements on programming. The target system is heterogeneous, even possibly for a same function call. For an instance, a query can be carried out either serially in a main processor, or parallely in a massive parallel structure when the data to be queried is massive [3] [5] [6] [9] . One challenge of programming a heterogeneous system is the current requirements for a programmer to be familiar with the intimate technical details of multiple systems through the use of special languages or language derivatives [2] [3] [5] , each of which is already hard enough. In the same time, the developments in massive parallel structures [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] provide chances and initiatives for developments in computer languages. For an example, a content movable memory [9] allows changing the size of any variable dynamically according to the need.
The conventional computer languages have their own shares of problems. One problem is implementation dependence [10] [11] [13] [15] that causes error such as value under flow & over flow, precision error propagation, difficulties in choosing a collection, and ambiguities which differ from one platform to another even for a same language. Another problem is that most computer languages concentrate on implementation details, excluding Human friendly documentation to a large extent, so that the purpose or functionality of a piece of code is generally not clear without while fusion of programs, data, and data processing algorithms is now a general trend.
Thus, functionality oriented programming and its related techniques are proposed here to (1) unify modules written in multiple procedural languages in a generic way, (2) limit implementation dependence, and (3) make the functionality of code more obvious by fusing Human friendly documentation and other types of codes together with the conventional source code.
Functionality Oriented Programming

Basic Types
The conventional variable types depends on implementation, especially their sizes, such as "char", "short", "int", "long", for integer types, "single", "double", "long double" for floating point types, and "char[]", "wchar_t[]", "string" for string types [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Value overflow and underflow of variables are problems due to size dependency [15] . In functionality orientated programming, basic types are implementation independent, and their implementation details such as sizes are adjusted dynamically according to the need. Thus, only one integer type, only one floating point type, and only one string type are needed. To a programmer, each type should only concern with interpretation, not any implementation details.
The existing floating point types have the additional problems of precision error accumulation and propagation, which is one major cause of "numerical instability". Because the sizes of both exponent and mantissa of the floating point type can be adjusted dynamically, a new precise floating point type limits the precision error at the least significant bit of mantissa. Instead of presenting an answer blindly, the precise floating point type may itself indicate that the answer is no longer precise enough during executing an algorithm. To accomplish this, the existing float point calculation rules [15] are modified. For an example, the rule for adding two independent values is the following: (A) align these two values so that their exponents equal the larger of the original two exponents; (B) add the two mantissa; (C) if the least significant bits of the original two mantissa are both imprecise and generate carry, shift the sum mantissa 1 bit to right and 
Collection
Pointer type is both a blessing and a curse in most programming languages which use it.
Pointers are mostly necessary for implementing collection with implementation dependent properties [12] [13], such as link list, index table, key map, harsh table, collections of heterogeneous elements, and etc. The properties of standard collection types, such as vector, queue, list, and map in C++ standard template library [13] , are mostly based on implementation, which presents problem when choosing a collection.
To avoid using pointer completely, and to avoid implementation limited collection properties, functionality orientated programming may use a generic array type which contains homogeneous elements of any type, and a generic collector type which contains heterogeneous elements of any types with each element associated with a persistent type signature. Both collection types are truly dynamic, and with properties that make each object using the type self-consistent, such as an element count. ARRAY< Element = Float, Index = 0 TO ... > BaselinedIntensity,
Indexing becomes special property because it is now only used to reveal the special functionality relations among elements of the collection, such as their sequence, or the neighboring relation between pixels of an image. General enumeration of collection elements are done in indexing and implementation independent manner, such as using the "FOR element IN SET collection WITH condition" syntax, so that there be more freedom and optimization in actual storing and operating of the collected elements [2] . Thus, functionality orientated programming may have some syntax requirements & recommendations for implementation independence.
The implementation of a collection is based on both required collection properties and system resources. It is completely hidden from the users of the collection. The implementation of the array type can be done by Concurrent Processing Memory [8] [9] , which provides hardware for holding truly dynamic array whose elements can be operated upon concurrently, and which reduces the total instruction cycle count of universal operations such as insertion & deletion and match finding to ~ 1, local operations such as filtering and pattern recognition to ~ local operation size, and global operations such as sum and sorting to the square root of the total element count.
Methods for finding implementation details for basic types can all be used to find implementation details for collections. It is quite possible that a functionality orientated programming engine implements a same collection type with different properties completely differently.
Input/Output
The implementation details for each type are important for exchanging the data directly using media or across computer systems. If raw binary or text values are exchanged, the programming systems become implementation specific to understand data formats. In functionality orientated programming, scripting is used to describe and hide these details in a header that wraps around each data object, such as specifying MS or UNIX memory binary format, and BASIC or C string 
Presentation
Although most source code is text only, today most programming is done in various integrated development environments, which provide vast amount of information to help the programming process, such as marking keyword, prompting function arguments, providing online helps, etc. Some integrated development environments formats code as they are created, and catches grammar mistakes when they are created. So text only code format and simple text editor may not be enough now.
No matter how helpful an integrated development environment may be, in conventional high level languages [10] [11], the purpose or functionality of a section of code is not clear without extensive comment and external documentation. Even descriptive and modeling languages such as UML [17] frequently need additional documentation or direct Human interactions to be understood. Our Human natural languages are still by far the best languages to describe codes.
The largely exclusion of Human languages from computer language is one major source of problems and errors, such as inconsistency between documentation and codes that leads to misunderstanding. Also because of the exclusion, a programmer has not enough driving force to update or refine accompanied documentation for the codes. 
Code Types
The programming process for a programmer can be divided into five stages [10] [11]: (A) design; (B) edit; (C) validation and debug, (D) exercise, and (E) release compile. In addition to the traditional quality assurance, the exercise process also collects implementation details for the release compilation process for functionality orientated programming.
In both design and debug stages, a programmer needs to write test codes to understand or validate algorithms and function calls. These test codes may be either inserted into the main code, or exist as separate programs. Although they may be very important for the next programmer who handles the codes, or even for the same programmer who handles the code later, test codes are mostly poorly documented, and deleted or commented out after use, and may later become inconsistent with the main code. So in addition to traditional source code, functionality orientated programming also contains test code that runs only in the integrated development environment upon request, as if each of them is an individual sitting command for the environment. Test codes are checked in debug stage for consistency by the integrated development environment, but they are excluded in the release compilation process.
The nature of code during release compile process may be quite different from during debug process. For an example, the program is for a very crude embedded system, while the debug process is actually done with a simulator on a personal computer using GUI tools. Thus, functionality orientated programming also contains debug codes. Debug codes are executed in debug process, but they are excluded in the release compilation process.
To implement security based on privilege levels, and to prompt business uses & shares, functionality orientated programming may also contain hidden codes, which are encoded normal source code that can only be decoded and displayed by integrated development environments when conditions are met.
Test codes, debug codes, and hidden codes may all be hidden in links so that they do not interfere with the main flows of the source codes. The distinction of code types also allows compilers to be optimized for different stages of programming. • A function prototype list, which specifies all possible entry list(s) and exit list(s).
• An optional description of entry list(s) and exit list(s), in the same way as an on-line help of the function call;
• Optional links to test codes for testing or demonstrating the function call;
• Links to the function implementation pages and software modules, each of which contains an implementation of the function.
The above scheme provide detailed description and testing of a function call at any where the function is called, and at the same time hides these information in links from the main code flow. 
Hierarchy
Multiple function call pages can be organized into one interface page, which provides collective description and links for all the included functions, the relation description with other interfaces, and signatures for the interface itself, such signatures enabling the interface to be used as a component or bean. A child interface inherits all the public and protected function calls, and signatures of its parent interface. There is no limitation for each interface to be implemented in one software module, because each function call page contains the links to its own implementations. For an example, an interface may contain two types of function calls, one of which is implemented serially using one language, and the other is implemented parallely using another language. In this way, each interface is purely functionality oriented. Same is true for each function call.
In addition to basic type classes and the generic collection classes, new classes can be provide through class definition and inheritance as in conventional object oriented programming languages [10] [11][13] [14] . Like an interface page, a class page provides description for the class, links to its public and protected member functions, and additional information for the class itself such as its unique type signature. The class member function can further be static, constant, or virtual, and it can be overrided. A child class inherits all the type signatures of its parent class.
Class is conceptually type orientated so that conceptual distinction between abstract class and interface can be made, with the former for abstract data types and the latter for collecting related function calls. A typical interface is instantless, as a header files for a C runtime library.
The call to a virtual function is resolved by the interface or class that contains the function call.
If a virtual function call page has no link to the function implementation source, it is an abstract function, and the interface or class that contains the function is an abstract interface or class.
Multiple inheritance is allowed for either interface or class, provided that any name ambiguity is specifically resolved in a child interface or a child class. In the same manner, a functionality orientated programming language should not allow any implementation dependent behavior [13] . 
Language Engine
A functionality orientated programming engine itself is implemented in implementation independent manner as much as possible. The major task of the engine is to bind its components using system independent protocols. Each of its components can be changed to another dynamically, as long as the interface protocol for the component is satisfied.
A presentator component presents pages in a Human friendly way. The tags for the page can be explicitly specified, such as using XML. The major task of a presentator is to display formatted text, display or hide codes inside tags, and navigate to linked pages. Different presentators suit different target systems, such as business accounting, or scientific numerical calculation. Special presentators can also make presentation other than Human languages, such as using flow charts, or use case diagrams. The presentator is specified by each page.
A parser component extracts codes from pages. It interleaves debug code blocks and source code blocks in order, leaving out test code separately. The parser is also specified by each page. They can also be used for adaptive execution scheme, in which the executables are optimized for actual uses during runtime.
Comment on the Example
Chapter 3 of this paper reproduces a function call page of a function that removes baseline in Fourier space. For this prototype effort, no effort has been made to include implementation independent basic types and generic collection types, nor to satisfy syntax requirements & recommendations for implementation independence. An html browser is chosen as the presentator. The function call page describes algorithms, while an implementation page contains source code. Each algorithm description links to the relevant source code, while each source code block links to its algorithm description. In the function call page, the definitions in function prototype list, such as allowed low and high cut percentages, are reflected in the algorithm description using links. A parser is implemented using XML, to pick the codes from the implementation page and combine them into one C source file, which is then compiled into a C static library. Thus, the C compiler is the compiler for this effort. The C static library is called by a Java applet on example data, which serves as the test code for the function call page. Thus, Java compiler is the generator and Java runtime engine is the interpreter for this effort. Since the call is not made by a linker using script, the calling requirement of functionality orientated programming is not yet satisfied. Efforts will be made for a truly functionality orientated linker, and other aspects of the functionality orientated programming in general.
Example Function Call Page
Function Call Prototypes
This function call receives an intensity array and baseline it in Fourier space, in which the "OriginalIntensity" array and the "BaselinedIntensity" could be a same array: 
Goal of Baseline Removal in Fourier Space
The general trend, or the baseline, of the signal in real space complicates the Fourier spectrum of the signal. For the two sine waveforms in Figure 2 , because the green one is on a slope, while the red one is not, they can not be compared directly in the Fourier space due to difference in individual baselines. Baseline removal in signal space may introduce false peaks to the Fourier spectra. For the straight line with a turn waveform in Figure 3 , the Fourier spectra before (in green) and after (in red) baseline removal in signal space are quite different. It is also sensitive to the start and end points of the waveform of a slow signal, e.g., depending on how much cycle a sine waveform has not finished. Thus, removing baseline in Fourier space seems more proper. The above equation is deduced in the following way:
Then:
The Fourier transformation G[n] is obtained for a signal g [k] . At each frequency, a slope is calculated as:
The smallest s[n] is found to be smin. As a good approximation, it is used as the baseline slope to be subtracted from the intensity spectrum:
Using this algorithm, the above two sine waveforms can be readily compared, as shown in When a signal contains noise, the above algorithm may give a too small estimation of slope.
In Figure 6 , the green waveform is made by adding white noise to a straight line red waveform.
Thus, the red waveform is the true baseline of the green waveform. The green spectrum cuts into the red spectrum due to noise. is not affected at all by over cutting, and (C) visual clues can be used to judge the cut percentage, e.g. 1% is too little, 20% is too much, 5% is just proper for the blue signal. This algorithm is only a good approximation, whose limitation is manifested by how the baseline is subtracted from the intensity spectrum of a signal only. Thus, this algorithm should only be used for visualization of signal spectra.
For general signal processing, this algorithm should be combined with Fourier transformation process itself. The signal g[k] is fitted to a straight line in signal space, the sign of whose slope is passed to smin. Then, the Fourier spectrum is baselined as:
The above baseline algorithm for general signal processing is implemented in Baselined FFT.
Function Call Implementation
This function call is currently implemented in C static library: 
Discussion
This paper has given a wish list and a crude prototype for functionality oriented programming, lacking implementations for important features such as implementation independent basic types and generic collection types, syntax requirements & recommendations for implementation independence, and protocols that binds all components of a functionality oriented programming engine together. Though I am currently working on implementing some of the above features, as an independent researcher and the author of this paper, I feel my own limitations in resource, knowledge, and capability in implementing most of the above features of functionality oriented programming. Thus, I feel it is best now to present this idea to the computer science community for more professional evaluations and insightful discussions.
One of my limitations is in the areas of both functional and logic programming [10] [11]. Thus, this paper has no scheme for binding languages from these two areas such as LISP and PROLOG languages together with procedural languages such as FORTRAN, Pascal, C/C++, and Java. It has been noticed that the codes in those two areas are more functionality oriented when compared with the codes of any procedural languages [10] [11] . For an example, LISP solves a problem conceptually with symbols and rules of Humanly abstraction, while PROLOG states facts and goals of solving a problem and lets mathematics find a solution.
In this paper, only C and Java are linked together manually. If this idea turns out to be worthwhile after thoroughly discussions, maybe in a few years, committees will be formed to discuss protocols for a functionality oriented programming engine, and protocols that bind various computer languages on different platforms together in a generic way. I think that collective efforts of computer science community are needed to evaluate and turn this idea into reality. My wish is to see that in a few years, there will be a web journal in computer science that contains papers in 
